FICUS HOUSE
SINGAPORE
Located to the west of Singapore’s Botanic Gardens,
this large family house comprises two storeys plus basement and landscaping.
Approaching via an inclined driveway, the eastern corner is cut back at ground level creating a large cantilever
which provides shaded parking. Above this is an elevation of curved white aluminium fins, each offset to create a rippling, frayed appearance. The house’s western
corner is clad with articulated metal ‘reeds’, which act
as balustrading to the terrace above and provide soft
shading to the floor below.
Befitting a tropical house, wide projecting eaves shade a
light coloured upper storey, which itself appears to float
above a set-back lower floor. Sliding glazing forms full
height glass walls, which open to provide cross ventilation.
The house is designed around a central atrium, open to
the sky. This draws air up through the house, and allows
indirect sunlight into the centre. Vertical blinds can be
deployed to isolate the atrium during lighter showers,
and a retractable fabric roof can be used to entirely cover the atrium in heavy downpours.
One upper storey wall of the atrium is clad with a series of cast concrete blocks, rotated in sequence to
form diagonal waves. Several blocks are replaced with
glass cubes, providing visual links though to an open air
bathroom behind.
At the base of the atrium sits a rectangular green ‘island’, planted with a mature Ficus tree and surrounded
by a raised water moat. The clear acrylic floor of this
moat casts daylight down the inclined stone wall of a
basement corridor below.
The motif of ‘green islands’ reappears elsewhere in the
house, upper floor bathrooms having densely planted
terraces allowing open-air bathing.
The three floors are connected via a curving, sinuous
staircase, positioned to take advantage of a view between two neighbouring houses through to the Botanic
Gardens.
This stair ascends to the more private upper floor and
travels down to the basement level. Here a rear light slot
provides fresh air and ventilation, and an entertainment
room includes a viewing window through into the lap
pool, cocooned by ribbons of soft seating.
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